GRANTOWN INITIATIVE BOARD MEETING
Tuesday 13 August 2019 at 7pm
Grant Arms Hotel, Grantown-on-Spey

Item

Action
Points

1.

Welcome and introductions:
Declan Gallacher
Present:
Jane Hope, Chair
Karen Martin, Admin Secretary
Anne MacDonald
Tom Clarke
Basil Dunlop
Karen Derrick, Treasurer
Ewan McGregor
Laurie MacLeod

2.

Apologies:None

3.

Minute of previous meeting:

4.

Proposed: Karen Martin
Seconded: Anne MacDonald
A formal copy of the minutes is kept by the Chair, they will
also be published on the website
Matters arising from the Minute (not otherwise on the agenda)
BD had contacted Alan Fisher regarding his letter re toilet
refurbishment.
Progress on Town Centre Fund:
Actions noted in previous minutes-all addressed.
No official outcome has been heard. As soon as the Chair hears,
she will circulate the details. Any funds sought must be committed
before March 2020.
Main elements of bid to the Town Centre Fund are:








taking over Burnfield toilets
Removing Dead trees in the Square and planting
replacements
Replacing the PA system
Street furniture, bunting and marquee
Tree carving of leftover stumps of dead trees
Town Map and things to do
Storage Shed in town centre garden
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If successful the GI will need to move quickly to action, in particular.
- Create sub-group(s) to deal with elements of project delivery,
including management of Burnfield toilet block;
- Asset transfer
- Press release and communications
- Fund-raising where required.

ALL
KD
JH
JH, KD

Asset transfer request for Burnfield Toilet block with HC (as owner of
the asset) has been submitted by Karen Derrick , waiting for
response from HC.

5.

ACTION - Karen D to follow up Scottish Land Fund via advisor on
HIE
Declarations of Interest on items appearing on the agenda:

KD

Applications for funding - Jane Hope declared an interest in Tri Tri
event, and would take no part in the discussion/decision.
6.

Membership – new applications
None

7.

Treasurer’s report
Treasurer’s Report was circulated at the meeting showing monthly
finances up to end of last financial year (up to end July 19), as well
as a report showing movements in new financial year (from Aug 19).
Report will be attached to the minutes
Chair checked against bank statements and confirmed the reports
were an accurate reflection of these.
Notes: on Last year’s Accounts:
- The balance in the bank at the end of July 2019 was
£16,322.39 of which £2588 were unrestricted funds
-

ACTION - Karen Derrick to have accounts reviewed by an
accountant

-

£1000 from restricted funds are committed to TITG, the
details of the spend will be more clear once the event has
occurred

KD

Notes on This year’s accounts:
- At the opening of this financial year expenditure was agreed
by GI members by email for 100 number of cones and to pay
for cones outside of the cycle of meetings due to short time
scale of purchase: £764.40 for 100 cones for TITG
AGREED: Need to agree clear policy for funds to be split between
Restricted and Non-Restricted Funds
ALL
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Reports on Workstreams:
8.

Events
1. Insurance – needed by GI for public liability at the events
such as torchlight procession, Hogmanay, TITG. After HC
insurance ended, insurance all went to Zurich as default,
current quote is nearly £1700 from Zurich.
 ACTION - Ewan McGregor will seek information from an
independent financial advisor about cheaper insurance as
a matter of urgency before TITG next week by 15/08/19
 ACTION - Tom to challenge the quote from Zurich
 ACTION - Tom to send on the Zurich completed
spreadsheet by 14/08/19
 ACTION - Ewan to check whether TITG is covered by CC
insurance
2.
Signs: Ewan confirmed all the signs have been repaired and
are stored at the back of the courthouse; Tom will check the
condition of the signs during TITG








ACTION - Karen D to write to Bear about spare signs
ACTION - Ewan to speak to Motormania about storage of the
signs, cones, etc to store
ACTION - Liz Cowie HC has asked for all the GI owned signs
to be moved from the garden space behind the town house.
Karen D to speak to Liz Cowie (HC) to offer a temporary
compromise of after the strimming and clearing of grass for
these items to be put back tidily until we find more permanent
accommodation and, if not, could the HC yard to store them
alternatively. Will do what we can over the course of the
winter to store safely.
ACTION - Karen D to ask Liz Cowie in HC allow us to store
the signs in the toilets in the meantime temporarily; key
needed
Alternative options – Discussion about use of a storage
container paid for by all events in alternative locations
(caravan park, etc)

EM

TC
TC
EM

TC
KD
EM

KD

KD

JE

3.
TITG – Last year there was approx. £700 profit for the GI in
stands/stalls in Grantown-on-Spey
4.
Event Organisers - Discussion about setting up a trading
subsidiary from GI to set up event company to run Motormania and
TITG, which can then be gift-aided


ACTION - Tom to ask Stewart Dick after TITG to inform GI of
how the event runs, issues in planning - outline, breakdown
of the accounts for TITG

TC
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ACTION - Karen Martin & Ewan McGregor - will be involved
in events company research

5. Hogmanay
 Motormania will donate £500 to Hogmanay
 ACTION - Jane to follow up Gordon McPhail, after the
planning meeting, to consider sponsor the fireworks

KM &
EM

JH
6.

Creating an Attractive Town
1.
Curling Pond - cosmetic option to clear path overgrown, reed
cutting options being explored, Seafield Estate own it and Anagach
Woods have permission to clear it


7.

ACTION - LM to speak to Ed Walling, Head Gardener at
Brodie Castle about reed cutting and update Ewan about
what happened there

LM
&EM

Business/Visitor Matters
1.
CNPA – a meeting was held with Xander McDade and
Murray Ferguson about the economic plan of CNPA, seeking
feedback. The CNPA want to support ‘things to do map’ possibly
financially, as a pilot project. The CNPA want businesses to engage
in the economic plan; Karen Martin and others agreed to have a joint
meeting to arrange an open session to generate feedback on what
the GBA can do for businesses

KM

2.
Moray Speyside tourism event - funding has expired and
setting up a BID company but it is an expensive option. If BID
agreed by majority then every business would be forced to pay into
this. Grantown-on-Spey is right on the edge of this BID


3.
8.

ACTION: Karen Martin will speak to the group as the CNPA
is supporting this and any business in the national park would
not benefit. Karen M to follow up and feedback
‘Things to Do’ map is happening

KM

KM

Communications and Publicity
•
Website - Karen M and Anne met with Gavin Fenton and 3rd
Pixel who built the website, running on Word Press site and costing
£30 a month for hosting it for business directory.
1.
3rd pixel is cheap, not a VAT able business, £30/mth
for hosting
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2.
£400 to get website to a point that it will start running
better
3.

Difficult to make changes in case the website crashes

4.

PROPOSED - to clone the website:
o

o

o

o

Risk area is geo-directory and events pages but they
could fail completely. If they do clash they may need
to invest more time which would cost more.
Price £45 per month to do continual updates monthly
and make sure it consistently runs. In addition to £30
hosting.
We charge for advert space but haven’t invoiced - 10
businesses currently advertising, and we could offer
this out to more. Gavin and Katie Fenton pay for 2
Fentons and The Snug adverts - propose that we give
one of the adverts for free.
AGREED to spend the £400 to update the website

AGRE
ED

5.
ACTION - invoice the businesses once the site work
is done, then put an invoice out for £50 each to the
businesses.
6.
Rails to Grantown, advertised in the Railway
magazine. Drop in consultation - put views forward and
encourage business contacts to go to drop in
o
7.

ACTION - all to share the drop-in centre

Emails - Karen Martin - will review emails received and
replies will be provided

8. Christmas lights - Advie Hall
o ACTION - support for application to get funding from
wind farm - Karen Derrick to respond to Douglas
Barton, about advice; what lights do we use, where
we get them from Blushair - Charlie Spar.
9.

KM

ALL

KD

Assets and Funding
1.

Request to fund from Tri Tri – last year GI offered £100 in
support. Considerable discussion, but AGREED that
following earlier discussion about low level of GI funds, GI
write back to Tri Tri to say at the moment regretfully we
are not able to support.

ACTION - KD to reply to Tri Tri

KD
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2.
More general discussion that the GI needs a structured way
to deal with requests for funding before any agreement to fund
individuals- one of the criteria should be about bringing people into
Grantown-on-Spey Economic impact criteria also considered
appropriate as a criterion.
6.
ACTION - Jane and Karen D to explore setting up fund to bid
for and to set up criteria

JH &
KD

7.
Defibrillators - bid for leaflet drop around the town that they
are in Grantown. GI to support production of a leaflet.


ACTION - Jane to do the application for the funding for the
leaflet

JH

10. AOCB
1.
YMCA AGM board meeting on Monday 19 Sept at 8pm, Jane
to go on behalf of GI
2.

Signatories - KD to add Ewan, KD and Jane as signatories

3.

Apologies for Sept and Oct - Tom won’t be able to attend

JH

11. Dates of 2019 board meetings, all at 7pm in Grant Arms Hotel:
10 September, 08 October, 12 November
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Finance report
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